Hanita SolarZone
High guest comfort –
low HVAC cost

Window Films

SOLARZONE
ENSURES GUEST
COMFORT WHILE
UPGRADING
YOUR HOTEL'S
EXTERIOR

Lobby /
Restaurant
SolarZone eliminates glare and hotspots in your lobby or
restaurant, enabling guests to enjoy their stay to the full – both
night and day. And when security is a concern, our SafetyZone
solutions combine break-in or blast protection with energy efficiency.

Rooms
Now, room curtains can stay wide open while temperatures remain
enjoyably low. Guests will love how filtered sunlight keeps rooms
bright but cool; you’ll love the lower HVAC costs. And, with less UV
radiation, you preserve the lifespan of furnishings and flooring.

Gym
Where glass safety is an issue, Hanita’s window films are the
answer. With a wide range of options, SolarZone Safe’s
anti-fragmentation solutions meet the unique challenges of each
location, while rejecting heat and glare for enhanced comfort.

SolarZone window films transform your hotel by
turning sun-baked lobbies, overheated atriums,
blinding picture windows and troublesome
hot-spots into cool and comfortable interiors.
Available in a wide spectrum of finishes, from
cool silver to subtle smoke, these beautiful films
can provide a full-scale, aesthetic upgrade to your
hotel’s exterior – or preserve its original appearance
with virtually indiscernible, heat-rejecting film.
SolarZone can be installed quickly and easily with
no disruption to guests or hotel operations. And
with SolarZone, you receive a low-cost HVAC
upgrade that delivers energy efficiency and cost
savings from day one.

Health Spa /
Beauty Parlor
Adding privacy and designer elegance to doors, windows and
room dividers, SolarZone’s selection of matte-white film finishes
gives a translucent sandblast effect – the ideal touch for beauty
parlors and health spas.

Convention Center /
Conference Room
SolarZone high-performance window films enable you to provide
guests with today’s most modern, energy-efficient meeting rooms.
Hanita’s high-tech solutions keep large spaces cool, comfortable
and glare-free, while keeping HVAC costs to a minimum.

Patio / Pool Skylights
SolarZone’s unique SkyLite solutions reduce solar energy by up
to 80%. These advanced films, developed for glass or plastic
glazing, keep roofs transparent and allow light in, while keeping
glare, harmful UV radiation and infrared heat buildup out.

The SolarZone ee Program
Lower
your energy
bills

Reduce
solar heat
gain

Be more
environmentally
friendly

Working closely with global leaders in the field of advanced
energy efficiency, Hanita Coatings has developed a unique
turnkey solution for upgrading existing commercial glazing the SolarZone ee Program.

This tailor-made program
can deliver:
SolarZone, the complete turnkey solution for
a glazing upgrade, is today’s most economic way to
improve a building’s functionality, provide significant
long-term energy savings and ensure a swift return
on investment. By cutting heat buildup, SolarZone
enables you to improve the operational efficiency
of HVAC equipment, enhance your green rating
and save up to 20% of energy costs.

A comprehensive analysis
and savings forecast

Expert guidance on acquiring
an upgraded green rating

Quick, professional
window film installation

Post-installation tracking
and savings verification
SolarZone’s unique adhesive window film laminate has been
specially designed to upgrade energy performance and
enhance your hotel’s long-term sustainability. Composed of
sophisticated micro-thin polyester film enhanced by Hanita’s
patented layered coating, SolarZone effectively filters UV, visible
light and infrared heat to reduce intrusive solar energy by up
to 80%. The result is a cooler interior, reduced load for HVAC
systems and significantly lower operating costs.

A WIDE RANGE

Installed with minimal interruption to daily
operations, a SolarZone project can pay for
itself in 3 years, and then offer an additional
decade of non-stop, maintenance-free service

OF BENEFITS FOR HOTEL OWNERS

SolarZone can help you to:
1. Cut energy bills by up to 20%
2. Enhance guest comfort
3. Reduce solar heat gain by up to 80%
4. Cool guest rooms and public areas much faster
5. Upgrade hotel’s green rating and certification
6. Upgrade hotel exterior with exclusive finishes
7. Disguise unsightly views and features
8. Preserve hotel’s original façade with
transparent finishes
9. Meet all safety standards for
impact-resistant glass
10. Deliver break-in and blast protection
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About Hanita Coatings

For 30 years, Hanita Coatings, situated in Kibbutz
Hanita, Israel, has specialized in the development
and manufacture of engineered polyester films for
high-end applications. Hanita is a key provider of
energy-efficiency solutions, a market leader in
insulation laminates, a developer of core photovoltaic
materials and a central player in the field of solar control
window film. Hanita also manufactures safety and
security anti-fragmentation window films, which add
further value to energy-efficiency building upgrades.
Hanita’s qualified representatives worldwide are ready
to assist you with technical support, advice about
energy efficiency, and whole-building modeling and
savings forecasts.
Learn more about local incentive plans, green building
energy ratings and sustainability regulations for your
region by calling your local SolarZone representative.
Check www.hanitaenergy.com
for more information and local contact details.
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